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is a "sentential state" (ch. 4). Sentential states, we are told, are replaceable
by sentences and are themselves to be regarded as sentences or inscriptions;
we are made of sentential states (though not wholly) because we can perform
actions with sentences just as we can with our limbs (pp. 93, 96). They are
apparentlynot dispositions to come out with sentences, but non-dispositional
properties of individuals. Their existence is a theoretical postulation which
might be given neurologicalcashing-but it is not clearwhat role this suggestion
plays, for he seems to agreethat in ascribinga belief to someoneone is not making
a physiologicalhypothesis (pp. 95-7).
He goes on to say that a sceptic who was in doubt whether all statements
could be false would be refuted by the considerationthat to learn what a statement means involves learninghow to apply it (ch. 7-8). But the phenomenalist
surely does not (usually) make the same mistake: Danto thinks he does (ch. 9).
In askingwhetherthe objectiveworld correspondsto his experiencesthe phenomenalist is not surreptitiouslytreating his experiences as semanticalvehicles,
and so is not open to the objectionthat if they areto be intelligiblewe must have
some way of determiningwhetherthey are veridical.Of course one might argue
that descriptionsof one's experiencesuse languageborrowedfrom descriptions
of the externalworld,but Danto does not think he is using this familiarargument.
He seems to think that phenomenalistsask: 'How is it possible for a statement
to be true?' But normally they recognize that their descriptions of their own
experiences have truth-values; they want to analyse one type of statement in
terms of another. Danto recognizes that there is a problem about whether
physical-objectstatementscan be analysedin terms of experientialstatements,
a problem which does not have anythingspecial to do with the generalquestion
of how words can match the world; but he dismisses it as of little interest,
at least to an epistemologist(p. 222).
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Mr Swinburne has written a book on space and time which, if not a classic,
is still both spacious and timely. It is 300 pages long, and comes when a dispassionate philosophical survey of these topics is certainly needed. There is
no hope of stemming the fat volumes of overzealousand ill-related symposia,
of physicists taking their quantum and cosmologicaltroubles out on the easy
target of kindergardenphilosophy; but here at least is a reasonableintellectual
antidote. Swinburne's greatest virtue is his common sense and if, as I argue
in more detail below, it has its limitations, one could still wish it more widely
applied elsewhereon space and time than it is.
I think it will be most helpful in this review if I concentrate,apart from indicatingthe book's contents, on those parts of the argumentabout which I feel
doubt or disagreement.This may seem carping, but it is not meant to be;
there are long stretchesof the book with which I entirelyagreeand, for the rest,
I don't suppose Swinburne expected to settle beyond question all the deep
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problems raised by space and time. It is pleasantto find argumentsworth the
crltlclslng.
Swinburne starts by assuming an analytic-syntheticdistinction coinciding
with those between the necessaryand the contingent and between the a priori
and the a posteriori.He arguesbriefly, and by no means conclusively,for this in
an eleven page introduction,but seems content to be judged by how well the
collection of propositionshe considerscan be split acrossthis rigid dichotomy.
That is fair enough, but makesone cautiousof acceptingsome of his eliminative
arguments,to the effect that a proposition is necessary, analytic and a priori
because it is not contingent (or not synthetic, or not a posteriori).I refer below
to some such arguments, the oddity of whose conclusions would incline me
rather to question the rigid distinction that leads to them. But the book may
even here be read with profit conditionally:assuming the traditionalanalyticsynthetic distinction, what do we know of space and time and how may it be
classifiedin these terms?
We start with space, to which the first seven chaptersare devoted: on places
and things, spaces, absolute space, distance and direction (two chapters, on
primaryand secondarytests), physical geometryand dimensions.
In connection with absolute space, Swinburne distinguishes this thesis,
which he takes to be that there is a single basic frame of referencefor the laws
of motion, from the thesis that the geometricalpropertiesof space are affected
by the presence of matter. He argues, I think correctly, that the former is a
contingent matter,to be settled by whether establishedphysicaltheory employs
one or more basic referenceframes. So construed,we have strong grounds for
thinking that there is no absolute space. But these grounds would not be an
insuperableobstacleto one who, perhapsfor theologicalreasons,wantedto insist
on the independentexistence of places. Physics may give no grounds for selecting one from the class of all equibasicframes,but it does not thereby proscribe
selection on other grounds. Nor, of course, need relativitydismayan absolutist:
he can still have (and go to .. .) his absoluteplaces, even if their spatio-temporal
relationscan no longerbe split uniquely into a spatialand a temporalcomponent.
But those of us who are content with the evidence of physics on these matters
may for the present concludewith Swinburnethat there is no absolutespace.
That there is no space when there are no things (Swinburne's distinctions
between material and physical objects are not here to the point) is a different
thesis, which Swinburneregardsas necessary,on the groundsthat places cannot
be reidentifiedwithout referenceto things. He holds it logicallypossible for sets
of things to be spatiallyunrelatedto ourselvesand each other; if this possibility
were enough for the actual existence of the correspondingspaces, we should
have an infinite numberof the latter-and Swinburnethinks that this is absurd.
Well, it is certainlyodd but, after all, it isn't as if all these spaces took up any
room in our space, and I'm not sure that this essentially aesthetic argument
(reflectinga Quinean "taste for desert landscapes")can be taken to show as a
matter of logic there is no space when there are no things. If it did, I fear it
would also show that there is no space wherethere are no things-i.e. the Leibnizean argumentagainst the vacuum-unless some implausible distinctions are
made within the class of existential counterfactuals.First, we grant that to
identify a place we must find its spatial relationsto other places, and to do this
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we must have things in all these places. Now, if we admit a vacuum, it is sufficient for the existence of a place that it be logically possible for some thing
to be there, whose spatial relations to other things could then be found. But then,
why insist on the actual presence of the other things-surely their logical possibility also is enough? If not, just how many things (with spatially indistinguishable parts) do we need for an actual space (since one is not enough for all spatial
relations in three dimensions)-two,
three? Does a whole new space spring
into being with the nth spatially related thing? And if so, isn't that at least as
great an absurdity as an infinity of actual unrelated spaces, all neatly tucked
away nowhere?
Swinburne's distinction of primary and secondary tests for distance and direction rests again on his rigid analytic-synthetic distinction. I raise here a few
points about distance. His primary measure of a distance AB is the smallest
number of times a specified rigid unit rod needs to be placed along a line AB
(p. 72). On page 78 he observes, correctly, that what the distance between two
places shows is "how far it is for an observer situated at [A] to get to [B]". Now,
it isn't obvious that there is an analytic connection between this, essentially
dynamic, concept and the essentially static test Swinburne puts forward as
primary. We might distinguish here between the concepts of the (linear) size
of a place, for which his primary test seems very plausible, and of distance
between two places. The latter much more obviously than the former is closely
tied to concepts and theories of motion. Here, as at some other points, Swinburne
seems to me to rely too heavily on the presuppositions of our ordinary concepts.
Without investigation of the point of having such concepts, some rather trivial
presuppositions may too easily be elevated into over-necessary truths. Perhaps
if our intergalactic measuring rods (for example) were deposed from their
alleged primary status, the concept of intergalactic distance would differ from
our ordinary one. But the concept, which would doubtless go under the same
name, would still serve the main purpose spelled out in the quotation above,
the same purpose primarily served, it seems to me, by ordinary road signs.
I should prefer to suppose myself then still in possession of the same concept,
at the cost of losing now the necessity of a truth about how it is applied.
There is here a surprising discrepancy between Swinburne's insistence on
the measuring rods of ordinary (?) use, and his acceptance of the need to replace
"the ancient concept of distance..
by the concept of distance in a frame"
(p. 95). The primary tests of distance, themselves taken to afford precise formalisations of, rather than to be literally entailed by, our ordinary concepts, are
only claimed to give "definite results to a high degree of accuracy in ordinary
situations on Earth", and Swinburne admits that "it is not always clear what are
the tests to be used [for] . ..even higher degree of accuracy" (p. 72). With
these limitations, I do not see that relativistic effects need impinge at all on our
ordinary, ancient, concept of distance, let alone cause it to be replaced.
But I am all on Swinburne's side in appealing to ordinary usage against
the more extreme conventionalist views about congruence that he discusses

(PP. 95-7):
[The] meaning [of 'congruent'] is determined not merely by the fact that
it is a spatial equality predicate, but by such considerations as that a wooden
ruler is approximately congruent with itself when moved across my room.
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The change is all the harderto understand,from such admirablyliberal sentiments about meaning,to the curt dismissalas "secondary"of a host of "methods
for ascertaining distance . . . beyond the earth" (p. I1I3). This on the grounds

that they are "open to review and refinement",whereas primary tests, being
defining, are not. But is one really not allowed to review and refine measuring
rod operationswithout changingone's concept of distance?Is it reallytrue that
if all optical and dynamic tests for distance to a star were to give one answer,
and a waving of billion-billion-metre rules another, we would, on pain of
changing concepts, be compelled to patch up the former rather than change
our criteria of rigidity for the latter?We see again, I think, the Procrustean
effects of Swinburne'srelentlessapplicationsof the categoriesof necessity and
contingencyon the limited basis of common usage.
In chaptersix, Swinburnetakes the very sensible line that the true geometry
of space is what is most simply applied by physical theory. It is worth noting
that this fits perfectlyall of Poincar6'sviews except the latter'sbizarreconclusion
thatwhethera geometryis "convenient"to applyis not a fact(indeedthe crucially
importantfact) about the world. We can accept all of Poincar6except his conventionalism,which would apply equally and trivially (as Eddington applied
it), to the whole of physicaltheory. Duhem-Quineconventionalismis of course
another matter, but that thesis never was applied peculiarly to geometry.
We may note also, as Swinburne does not, that whether space is Euclidean or
not is a partiallyindeterminatequestionunless we specify how close to Euclidean
a non-Euclideangeometry may be. Suppose space were Euclidean: then any
specific non-Euclidean geometry would be ruled out by sufficiently precise
measurement.But equally, any measurement,however precise, since inevitably
not perfectlyso, would still fail to rule out somenon-Euclideangeometry.
Swinburne's arguments in chapter seven, that space is necessarily threedimensional, seem to me extremely weak, although I know of no stronger
ones for its being a contingent matter. He rests the whole burden of proof
on his inability to conceive which way the fourth dimensionwould go (p. 152).
This is backedup by insisting that the inmate of an apparentlytwo-dimensional
world would have to conceive the thickness of the lines he could see as being in
some third dimension. Consequently, were the world four-dimensional, we
should have analogouslyto be able to conceive the "thickness"of the surfaces
we see as being in some fourth dimension.(Now that I put it to myself that way,
I fancy I can, but this is doubtless an illusion brought on by overwork...)
Well, granted perhaps that, as space is only three-dimensional,we within it
find ourselvesunable to conceive which way the fourth would go. But I cannot
see how it follows from this that space must,of logical necessity,be of only three
dimensions: merely that its having three dimensions as a matter of fact is a
plausibleexplanationof our conceptuallimitationsin this respect. Perhapsagain
all Swinburne really wishes to insist on is that our ordinaryconcept of space
presupposesits three-dimensionalnature.I would not dispute so uninterestingly
modest a thesis, but then that is not how it is put (on p. I53).
We turn now to time, to which Swinburne devotes chapterseight to eleven,
thirteen and fifteen, together with chapters twelve and fourteen on related
spatial features of the whole Universe. He discusses past and future, logical
and physicallimits to spatio-temporalknowledge, the topology of time, absolute
AA
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time and the beginning and end of the Universe. As on space, I agree with much
of Swinburne's argument; in what follows I concentrate on justifying my rarer
disagreements.
In chapter nine and later, a great deal of weight is put on the staggering claim
that "scientific laws state how events and states of one type, As, cause events
and states of another type, Bs" (p. i77), where a cause is construed as a temporally
precedent sufficient condition of its effect. From so conveniently restrictive a
definition of scientific law a host of desired logical asymmetries between past
and future flow with great ease, but it really will not do. Suppose 'all ravens are
black' is a law (and if not, suppose some established equilibrium gas law is).
Are we to suppose that whatever turns something into a raven causes it to turn
black? If so, then what causes it to stay black from adult instant to adult instant
(with which the law is largely concerned and which would suffice for its truth had
ravens existed for ever, as some charged particles may have done)-its
being a raven the instant before? Swinburne sees such difficulties, which he
meets with a flat denial (p. I80) that any "real law of copresence" exists,
because it could not be "tested experimentally". This is just not true, because it
is just not true that to establish a law in science is necessarily to establish causeeffect relationships. Something more than mere correlation is perhaps needed
for a law, such as e.g. deduction from a theory (which also need not concern
itself with causes and effects). Deductivist criteria for lawlikeness, on the Braithwaite-Nagel pattern, have recently been under attack, but not because they
are too liberal in admitting non-causal laws-on the contrary. 1968 is really
very late to stipulate a definition for scientific laws satisfied by under 5 per cent
of what are so-called. Swinburne's definition may accord with the usage of
Analysis and Mind, but laws are devised, tested, confirmed, rejected, and explained in other terms, amongst which 'cause' figures rarely and rather trivially.
It is high time the term was banned from serious use in the philosophy of science;
for the present it is enough to observe that it is at least too obscure to be an
acceptable primitive in an analysis of temporal asymmetries-its use simply
begs all the important questions.
To take just one unfortunate consequence of Swinburne's view of laws, on
page 179 he concludes that "there is of logical necessity a weakness involved in
retrodiction which is not involved in prediction" because "we cannot make things
to have happened". But we can as easily discover whether a past as a future state
of affairs, connected by a supposed law with a present state, in fact obtained,
and the record of such tests constitutes the instantial evidence for the law.
Swinburne here confuses the temporal relation between events of kinds specified
in some laws with those between past and present and between future and present;
and correspondingly confuses testing a law against a tenseless record of singular
instances with testing a prediction or retrodiction of a singular instance against
some more recently acquired evidence for or against it.
On a related point, although I think Swinburne is right in supposing that we
could not have as much knowledge of the future as of the past, some of his argument for this is too condensed. On page I94 he makes too much of our having
to "foreknow the conclusion of any process of establishing an item of knowledge"
(p. I94). In the postulated world, such foreknowledge need not force itself
on us in this obtrusive way. It could make as much sense to investigate the future
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as it now does for diligent historiansto investigatethe past. The crucial point
is that we would be ableto know the resultsof discoveriesbeforethey were made,
not that we would be unable not to know them. That still leaves Swinburne's
conclusionas a useful cautionarytale for the morevisionaryexponentsof "science
policy": assessing the value of the results of various forms of basic research
before it is done poses logical as well as practicalproblems,which are not to be
removedby bigger computersor clutches of sociologists.
In most of the rest of the book, Swinburne is not concerned to establish
necessaryconclusions, but to explain and relateto them what science has contingently concludedon such mattersas the age, size, and futureof the Universe,
and where the evidence is weak and where strong for such conclusions.He does
this with great clarity and simplicity and, so far as I can judge, accurately.
It is only just to emphasisethis, and to repeathow much I find acceptableof his
original analyses, in the face of what is bound to seem too carping a review.
And if I am to carp, I might as well list those few misprintsI found which might
confuse or mislead an unwary reader:
p. 20, line -6 up essentially repeats line -7 up

p. 78, line 14 should end 'passinga'
p. 186, line -4 up should start 'is a trace of a past state.'
p. 264, last line should read '... one single macrostate.'
p. 284, line 15 should end '(jk-dj'
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Arnold Koslow, who is an assistant professor of philosophy at Brooklyn
College (now part of the City University of New York) and Visiting Professor
of Philosophy of Science at Columbia, has produced (within the limitations
discussed below) a useful anthology of writings on the basic physical concepts
of space, time and motion by authors ranging from Plato to Wigner. The
problems discussed "centre around the descriptionand explanationof middlesized, non-atomicbodies".
One of the main themes running through the book is the law of inertia.
This is a "conservationlaw" and, althoughthere areothertypes of law in physics
providinginformationon how the state of a system changesin time, Dr Koslow
argues that "laws of conservationare more closely linked to the problems of
space and time". He specificallyexcludes quantummechanicsfromhis anthology,
because it raises issues concerning causality and the representationof motion
into which he does not wish to enter in the present book. Although this restriction is reasonable,his argument that laws of conservationare more intimately
bound up with the nature of time (as well as space) than non-conservationlaws
is fallacious.For no physical law is "moreclosely linked"to the concept of time
than is the second law of thermodynamics,the most famous of all non-conservation laws. Dr Koslow has succumbed to the influence of the espritgdometrique
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